
 
 

	
 

Minutes, REAC meeting of 29 November 2018, 9.30-12.00 

In attendance: Philip Winn, Chair (PW), Andrée Sursock (AS), Tove Bull (TB), Kristján Kristjánsson (KK), 
Skúli Skúlason (SS), Sæmundur Rögnvaldsson (SR) by video conference call, and Sigurður Óli Sigurðsson 
(SÓS) who took minutes.  

Apologies received: Ragnhildur Helgadóttir (RH), Hulda Stefánsdóttir (HS), and Guðbjörg Linda 
Rafnsdóttir (GR). 

1. Minutes of the last meeting were accepted without amendments. 

2. SÓS provided an update on developments in the procurement of a Current Research 
Information System (CRIS) for Iceland. A tender for bids by the Ministry of Education, Science and 
Culture is now closed; the next step will be to examine how the bids match with the specifications 
in the tender. PW noted that once a CRIS is operational in Iceland, there will be a great deal of 
work to define the Icelandic inputs to the system. KK remarked that discussions will be held 
between the institutions and the national library to define inputs. PW suggested that the 
outcomes of these discussions will need to be communicated clearly throughout the institutions, 
and that it is hoped that CRIS will be ready at the launch of QEF3. Perhaps some piloting could 
occur in the later reviews of QEF2.  

3. PW introduced the draft of a Guidance Note on Reporting on Research Management in SLRs. 
The note was formatted in three columns. The first column contained the exact text of the 
relevant sections of the QEF2 Handbook. The second column contained more detail on what could 
be reported for each of the five dimensions of research management covered in QEF2. The third 
column contained examples of material to report, based on information PW brought from his own 
academic department. PW stressed that the examples provided should not be understood as 
benchmarks, but rather as illustrative examples put forth to further the dialogue in REAC. The 
document is meant to stimulate discussion in the preparation of a SLR around questions such as: 
Do we want interdisciplinarity? Do we want research teams? Do we want to be more competitive 
in a grants environment? SS and KK felt that the middle column in particular was helpful, and that 
the document raises relevant questions. Both agreed that this would be a good starting point for 
the evaluation of research management in SLR.  

SÓS noted that among the feedback received on the draft QEF2 Handbook, it was noted that many 
subjects/units do not have an explicit research strategy. PW responded that this should not 
preclude units from going forward and answering the rest of the questions. SS added that, in such 
cases, the units should at least state the reasons for not having a research strategy and indicate 
how they implement the institution-wide research strategy. These units can also report on 
whether research-related decisions are done in a collegial way in the unit, whether they have a 
hiring strategy, how they use equipment and infrastructure, etc. 
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Discussion followed on how best to put forth illustrative examples in the third column. The 
examples from PW were from a science department. TB noted that perhaps having more varied 
examples might help. SÓS noted that a more generic presentation of the material in the third 
column may be appropriate.  

PW noted that a possible addition to the Guidance Note would be definitions of key concepts like 
“research,” “engagement” and “impact,”. AS added that “scholarship” could also be included; this 
would allow those who are not research-intensive to show accomplishments. SÓS agreed, as this 
would give the units a framework to describe how they assure the quality of research/scholarship 
in the unit that does not appear in peer-reviewed publications, and scholarship related to meta-
work (reviews, meta-analyses, etc.). PW added that related concerns could apply to replications, 
and TB further added research that has non-outcomes. KK responded that one way to define 
research is an act to get new knowledge, and the universities bring that to students and society 
at large. Therefore, KK was not sure that there was a need to define research. SS asked whether 
the relationship between research and teaching could be brought out more in the guidance note, 
by mentioning, for example teaching about what research is. Related questions are: What is a 
university? What is scholarly activity in principle? Is there an introduction to philosophy of 
science? PW responded that the phrase he had used in the draft as “research-mindedness” which 
he hoped was open enough to prompt reflections on these topics, including about critical thinking.  

PW concluded the discussion and noted that he would consider these comments in the next draft 
of the guidance note. The next draft should go to the Quality Council for comment, and then go 
to REAC and the Quality Board again. If that process results in something that is close to a final 
usable version, then it will be disseminated at that point with a note that this is an example and 
not a benchmark. As time progresses, a “case file” could be generated as SLRs come in, and then 
a revision of the Guidance Note could be called for.  

4. PW introduced a paper that was sent out prior to the meeting titled: Walking and talking 
research impact. PW noted that it contained important questions about the students and the 
general public of the universities. The article emphasised the need for universities to talk more 
about the good things done there. Press offices tend to put out releases about research that is 
likely to grab attention, and that sometimes gives universities not such a good name. “Eat butter, 
do not eat butter!” “Drink red wine!” “Do not drink red wine!” One of the ideas put forth in the 
article is a label “Made at the Uni” which could be used to communicate the good things done at 
universities. SS felt that the article went to the heart of big issues that institutions are struggling 
with. SS mentioned “Nature Briefings” which are small bits of articles/editorial pieces from 
Nature, that serve to highlight important research in a non-tabloid manner. SS will share before 
next meeting. 
 
5. The final discussions in the meeting centred around procedures for cases where REAC members 
send apologies in advance. PW prefers that those who cannot attend send comments/feedback 
on the materials that are sent in advance of meetings.  
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Meeting adjourned at 12:00 pm. 
 


